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in the v-jax series of games, she has a new alternate costume which resembles her default design but with the jacket on the right chest. she also appears with her “killer bee” alternate costume. in this version, she is guile's secondary in the group, similar to how ken
was bison's. her background story shares similarities to her prior stories in the games; she was the daughter of streetfighters and was in a coma as a result of falling into a dimensional hole during the final fight against bison. she later wakes up and her training is
interrupted when she is contacted by bison and a.k.a., who make her forget that she knows these people. cammy survives long enough to remember her training and to battle a. she and guile manage to get a. to undergo a dimensional wall to ensure the success of
their plan. after the battle, cammy departs from guile's team and returns to her home dimension to help zangief in his battle against akuma's disciple, genryusai. in the street fighter iv and street fighter v games, cammy also has a secret costume, a yellow-bordered
jumpsuit, that can only be obtained by donating to the special street fighter v dlc character. cammy wears it throughout her v design. she's named "li-na," an onomatopoeia meaning "windy girl," which is a pun on her delta red cammy moniker. this costume is
designed to resemble a military outfit that she chose for herself (albeit without the boots); this outfit was designed by atsuo ueda, the director of street fighter iv and street fighter v . it is her second alternate outfit in street fighter iv and fifth alternate in street
fighter v ; her previous alternate in street fighter iv was in the "killer bee" outfit.
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in virtua fighter 3: two worlds and ultra street fighter iv, cammy wears a sleeveless dress, similar in design to that of her ultra street fighter iv default outfit. her lower half is bare, save for pants, and has a lace-up design similar to her ultra street fighter iv default
outfit. this design was based on marie rose, who is the game's vocal actress. this design is one of her second costume. cammy's signature ponytail is also visible as is her bust. in super street fighter iv, she wears a black, sleeveless dress with a matching bodysuit
underneath, covered by a camo vest and pants. this came to be her default outfit. at the front, two white straps are holding the arms of the bodysuit, with hands-through designs at the sleeves. this design is based on that of her ultra street fighter iv default outfit.

alisa is the daughter of mr. de rochefort. he created and programmed her using his cutting-edge technology, and gave her to his daughter as a gift. an accident during the making of the android leads to her father dying. after that, she undergoes reconstructive
surgery by the s.i.n and the black tiger teams to make her look like the daughter he missed so much. she serves as the primary pilot of the ship in the games. as is the case with other characters that resemble dr. bosconovitch, alisa's face is also displayed at the top

left of the screen. this article needs additional citations for verification. please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. unsourced material may be challenged and removed. 5ec8ef588b
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